Creative Boot Camp
Booster Pack
WRITER EDITION
Congratulations, General. If you are reading this, you have more than

likely completed the Creative Boot Camp Program and you’re ready for
Officer Training. This Booster Pack contains 30 additional creative exercises designed to continue your creative training. This is the Writer Edition,
which means the exercises are tailored towards writers. But don’t think
that every exercise requires a silver-tongued pen. Most of these are ideadriven more than language-driven so focus on the ideas behind the words.
Solve these problems with relevance and novelty and you’ll find the creative boost you are seeking by the conclusion of the pack.
The recommended schedule of completion is one per day but you may
alternatively choose to continue the Creative Boot Camp schedule of 6
exercises per week for 5 weeks. The maximum amount of time allotted for
any exercise in this Booster Pack is 15 minutes so put aside at least that
long every day for this creative training. These exercises are not tracked
or monitored through the website so be mindful of your effort as you
conduct these exercises. As was the case through the Creative Boot Camp
Training Program, you get out of it what you put into it.
Good luck, General.

Top Ten Things
Time limit: 15 minutes
David Letterman has perfected The Top 10 list, a part of his show when he
counts down the top ten things in some absurd category. While the occasional absurdity does happen from time to time, our vocation of choice has
taught us a very different top 10.
Your task today is to write out the top 10 things you have learned in your
profession. Think of it like a teaching tool for the youngins coming up behind you. What are the ten most important lessons you have learned in the
amount of time you have been doing what you are doing.

